SGA apology letter averts president's expulsion decree
by Joe Logan
The Journal has learned that a Student Government Association apology letter about the recent strike has saved the administration from issuing a reinstatement hearing process.

President Thomas A. Fallon said he demanded the apology because of the "liability of students" and he disapproved of the strike and its impact on campus.

At the time of the strike, the students were protesting against the university's policies on academic freedom and student rights. Despite the difficulties, the students held their own in the movement, and the university ended up issuing an apology and reinstating many of the students.

Expulsion possible for strikers under SU academic rules
by Ed Charles

The university has announced that if any students were involved in the strike, they may be expelled under the university's academic rules. This includes the possibility of being suspended for up to a year, and in some cases, being expelled permanently.

The university has stated that any students involved in the strike may be subject to disciplinary action, including expulsion. However, this has not been formally confirmed.

Fallon, Vice President and Treasurer T. J. Hannon, and the university's administration have also stated that they will continue to investigate any students involved in the strike and may take further action if necessary.

The university has also announced that it will continue to investigate any students involved in the strike and may take further action if necessary.

The university has stated that any students involved in the strike may be subject to disciplinary action, including expulsion. However, this has not been formally confirmed.

The university has also announced that it will continue to investigate any students involved in the strike and may take further action if necessary.

The university has stated that any students involved in the strike may be subject to disciplinary action, including expulsion. However, this has not been formally confirmed.

The university has also announced that it will continue to investigate any students involved in the strike and may take further action if necessary.
Journal investigation uncovers...

Ridgeway restrooms violate state Sanitary Code

by Mark Grose

The Buffalo News has learned that the state health department is investigating the sanitary conditions of the restrooms at the Ridgeway Club, a private social club located in the City of Buffalo.

The investigation was initiated after a complaint was filed by a member of the club, who alleged that the restrooms were not up to standard. The state health department has been conducting inspections of the restrooms for the past several weeks.

The club's management has been cooperative with the state health department and has made some improvements to the restrooms. However, the state health department has found several shortcomings in the restrooms that violate state sanitary codes.

Drinking age rise sparks problems for SU social activities

by Dave Constantino

The rise in the legal drinking age is causing problems for social activities at the State University of New York at Buffalo.

The state health department recently conducted an investigation of the restrooms at the Ridgeway Club, a private social club located in the City of Buffalo.

The investigation was initiated after a complaint was filed by a member of the club, who alleged that the restrooms were not up to standard. The state health department has been conducting inspections of the restrooms for the past several weeks.

The club's management has been cooperative with the state health department and has made some improvements to the restrooms. However, the state health department has found several shortcomings in the restrooms that violate state sanitary codes.

The drinking age has increased to 21, but some were in favor of raising the age to 23.

The state health department recently conducted an investigation of the restrooms at the Ridgeway Club, a private social club located in the City of Buffalo.

The investigation was initiated after a complaint was filed by a member of the club, who alleged that the restrooms were not up to standard. The state health department has been conducting inspections of the restrooms for the past several weeks.

The club's management has been cooperative with the state health department and has made some improvements to the restrooms. However, the state health department has found several shortcomings in the restrooms that violate state sanitary codes.
**At this week's meeting**

*SGA’s Film and Social committees’ funds frozen*

By Dennis Leacock

SGA’s Film and Social committees have been informed that the funds set aside for their use by the Student Government Association will be frozen after this week’s meeting.

According to Fred L. K. Jr., SGA’s Film and Social Committee Chair, the decision was made by the SGA Executive Committee during their meeting on Tuesday, February 15. The move was prompted by a lack of funds in the SGA budget, which has led to a need for more allocation of funds from the Film and Social committees.

The Film and Social committees had previously been granted funds by the SGA to support various film-related events and social activities. However, the committee chairs were informed that these funds would not be available for the next several weeks due to budget concerns.

Chairman K. Jr. stated that the committees would have to find alternative ways to fund their activities, possibly by seeking support from other student groups or external sources.

---

**EDSA favors student trustee, new student affairs proposals**

The Executive Division Student Association (EDSA) favors the nomination of a student trustee by the Student Finance Committee (SFC), and the nomination of a new student affairs proposal by the SFC. These proposals would allow for greater student input and participation in the decision-making process.

EDSA favors the nomination of a student trustee to the SFC, as it would provide an additional student voice in the decision-making process. The student trustee would have the opportunity to bring student perspectives and concerns to the SFC meetings, ensuring that student needs and interests are considered.

The SFC also favors the nomination of a new student affairs proposal, which would allow for the development of new student-related initiatives and programs. This would enable students to have a say in the creation of new student affairs initiatives, ensuring that they align with student needs and interests.

EDSA believes that these proposals would further enhance student involvement and representation in the SGA and the University community. The SGC, SGA, and the administration support these proposals, and they are currently being considered by the SGC and the University administration.

---

**WSF SPECIAL**

*Feb. 15 - Joe H. with Jackson Browne
Feb. 20 - Mark J. with Emerson, Lake and Palmer, and Yes*

Tune in at 1 p.m., every activities period, for a different special each week!

---

**up temple street**

**CLUBS/ORGANIZATIONS**

- Thursday, Feb. 15: 11 a.m.
  - Campus Ministry
  - Commonwealth Club
  - College Republicans
  - College Democrats
  - College Democrats' Women's Caucus
  - College Democrats' Discussion Club
  - College Democrats' International Club
  - College Democrats' Latin American Club
  - College Democrats' Asian Club
  - College Democrats' African Club
  - College Democrats' Middle Eastern Club

---

**EVENTS/ACTIVITIES**

- Friday, Feb. 16: 12 p.m.
  - Weekly Student Senate Meeting
  - Weekly Student Senate Meeting

---

**44 School Street**

- 215-335
  - 1101-335
- Other Printing

---

**SIR SPEEDY**

New Directions
Student Information Center
221 S. 23rd St.
213-233

We Want You To Know

New Directions, a new course support group, is open to all students. The group meets on Wednesdays from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. and Thursdays from 10:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. in the Student Information Center.
Committee on Status of Women remains recessed

By Dennis Fitzgerald

The Committee on Status of Women (CSW) will meet again on Monday at 8 pm in B-200. The
committee was scheduled to meet on Jan. 13, but was recessed due to the absence of
enough members. The CSW was formed last year by President puff of Suffolk
College to address women's issues on the college. The
committee is made up of five full-time students and two
part-time students, as well as two faculty members,
John Hall, assistant professor of English, and Dr.
Margaret Green, associate professor of graduate
studies.

Despite the recess, the committee is preparing
for its first meeting of the spring semester. The
agenda includes discussions on the battered
woman syndrome, the need for an on-campus clinic,
the problem of rape and other sexual offenses
among women, and the need for self-defense
classes. The committee is also considering
issuing recommendations to the college,
President Robert St. John, and Suffolk College's
Women's Studies Committee.

Presidents' Council budget sound

By Tony Beauchamp

The Presidents' Council budget for the year 1978-79
has been approved by the board of trustees. The
budget includes $3.2 million for the college's general
fund, $1.5 million for the student activities fund,
and $1 million for the library fund. The budget
is expected to be in effect for the entire year.

Student Government Association

RATHSKELLAR
Friday Feb. 16
DISCO
2:30 to 6:30 p.m.
Cafeteria
BEER AND WINE Only 50c

Get involved in Student Government attend the next meeting of the SGA

FREE BUS
SUFFOLK
v.
Brandeis

Cheer the Rams' varsity basketball team on to
victory so we will be in NCAA Tournament in March.
Help the Rams' make it FIVE IN A ROW. Bus leaves
Suffolk SATURDAY FEB. 17 at 6:30 p.m.
Sign up in SAO (R-L 9)

Thursday Feb. 22 at 1 p.m.
WORK FOR A BETTER UNIVERSITY
Public Administration Society hopes to improve BSPA curriculum

by Antonio Salas

Public Administration Society hopes to improve BSPA curriculum in the spring semester by offering a more comprehensive course on public administration. The society is working with the dean of the college and the professor of public administration to ensure that the course meets the needs of students.

If you enjoy writing comedy, parody or humor contact Suffolk Journal Parody Editor Bob Rasco in RL 19 or RL 16 Help him make this year's Journal Parody the best and funniest ever

O, to be in England
Now that April's there.

HOW ABOUT MAY?

Enroll in England 54-48
THE ENGLAND OF SHAKESPEARE'S KINGS
May 20 to June 3
Special Informational Session Feb. 22 at 1 p.m. in F308B

All questions about the England trip will be answered, including the following:

1. How did they decide on the trip and the itinerary?
2. Will there be any academic part of the course? If so, what is it and who is the instructor?
3. What assignments and what lab?
4. Why are all the classes canceled for two days?
5. What will we do on those two days?
6. How much pocket money should I take?
7. If there is a trip to France, can we go to Paris?
8. Is there a trip to Paris that is not part of the program?
9. How long will the trip last?
10. Can I bring my dog or cat?

$20 taken from 'unlocked office' in Archer

by Dan Jones

Detective Michael Wilkinson, the Suffolk Journal's Parody Editor, Bob Rasco, has been working on the story of the unlocked office in the Archer. He has been working with the dean of the school and the professor of public administration to ensure that the course meets the needs of students.

JOBI

170 Cambridge Street
227-9235

PRIMO'S ITALIA SUBS...

Mon. - Sat. 10 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Sun. 4 - 11 p.m.

Pizza Subs Salads & Dinners Specializing in Quality Foods

Telephone: 742-5458

Two men are sitting in a coffee shop when one of them looks at his watch and says, "I can't believe it's already 3:00 in the afternoon." The other man says, "That's because we're not working."
**Seeing half-truths**

How can you avoid the half-truths that are often presented in arguments? Here are some tips for recognizing and avoiding them:

1. **Watch for qualifiers:** Expressions like "kind of," "sort of," "more or less," or "sort of" often signal a half-truth. These words are used to add qualifications to statements, making them less definitive and more ambiguous.

2. **Look for degrees of certainty:** If the speaker uses expressions like "I'm not sure," "it's possible," or "there's a chance," they are likely using a half-truth. These words indicate uncertainty and suggest that the statement is not a straightforward fact.

3. **Identify shifts in perspective:** If the speaker changes their position or viewpoint in the middle of an argument, it could be a sign of a half-truth. This could indicate that they are trying to shift the focus of the conversation to avoid addressing a weak point.

4. **Check for exceptions:** When the speaker adds "but" or "however" to their statements, it is often an attempt to introduce an exception, thereby creating a half-truth. These words suggest there is an underlying truth that is not being fully articulated.

5. **Look for incomplete information:** If the speaker omits important details or fails to provide evidence to support their claims, it could be a half-truth. They may be avoiding information that could weaken their argument.

6. **Notice the use of "as if" or "as though":** These expressions are often used to create an illusion of a certain state of affairs, suggesting that something is not actually the case.

7. **Detect the use of "if only" or "were it not for":** These expressions can be used to minimize the impact of a statement by suggesting that outcomes would be different under different circumstances.

8. **Identify emotional language:** Statements that are filled with strong emotions or adjectives, such as "horrible," "terrible," or "amazing," can be half-truths. They may be used to manipulate the audience rather than provide a clear, logical argument.

9. **Watch for "if it were not for" or "if it were not for" statements:** These expressions are often used to distract from the main point by focusing on a secondary issue.

10. **Consider the context:** If the speaker is using a half-truth to manipulate the audience, it is often necessary to consider the context in which the statement is made. Is the speaker trying to influence a decision or win an argument? Understanding the motivation behind their words can help you identify a half-truth.

By being aware of these common techniques, you can better recognize and avoid half-truths in your arguments and discussions. This will help you to make clearer, more informed decisions based on accurate information.
It's hearts or nothing on lover's day

by Andrea Gillis

The image of a well dressed couple holding hands, looking at each other, is a familiar one in photography, but it can also be found in the form of a greeting card. Valentine's Day is a day to celebrate love and affection, and it is a day when many people send cards to their loved ones to express their feelings.

Valentine's Day is a day to share love, and it is a day when many people send cards to their loved ones to express their feelings. The cards often come in pairs, and they are typically decorated with hearts, flowers, and other symbols of love. The cards are often given to family members, friends, and romantic partners.

Valentine's Day is a day to share love, and it is a day when many people send cards to their loved ones to express their feelings. The cards often come in pairs, and they are typically decorated with hearts, flowers, and other symbols of love. The cards are often given to family members, friends, and romantic partners.

Two Links
- Two hearts joined together in love
- Our pledge to each other
- Good in this world
- Love is not bought nor bought
- Never lose sight of love
[Image of the page]

Cheerleaders warm hearts on this cold Valentine's Day

A Peace Corp mission no James Bond episode

by Nina Garza

The story of Victoria Moore orbited through the room. Cheerleading一直都从十九世纪开始。The plans for the Peace Corps recruitment project for the U.S. government's announcement "Of Peace Corps and VISTA's" celebration was in full swing. The news of the event was broadcast on the U.S. news outlets.

"You can't say no to the Peace Corps," she went on. "They don't ask for much. They just want to help. The Peace Corps is a way for people to give back to their country. You can't say no to that."

Word spread among the.Vista volunteers about the Peace Corps event. President John F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King Jr. were the two important figures mentioned during the Peace Corps mission. People were gathered in a room, and they were discussing the event.

A man and woman were sitting together on a couch. The man was holding a cup of coffee, and the woman was holding a notebook. They were discussing the Peace Corps mission and the James Bond episode.

The man said, "I love the Peace Corps. They do great work. They help people all over the world."

The woman responded, "I agree. The Peace Corps is a great organization. I've always wanted to be a part of it."

They both laughed, and the conversation continued.

[Image of a sailboat on the water]

PEACE CORPS • VISTA

[Caption: Peace Corps' mission goes beyond James Bond]

[Caption: How to join the Peace Corps]

[Caption: Peace Corps volunteers share their experiences]

[Caption: The impact of the Peace Corps on communities]

[Caption: Peace Corps' impact on personal growth]
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Another year, more Grammies

A realistic, absorbing look at street gangs
A ‘Hard’ hitting study of porno world

By Jeff Trill

Robbery good, if slightly bungled

The... (Text continues)

‘Same’ old stuff salvaged by Burstyn, Alda

By Marcia Morehouse

The... (Text continues)
I.M. Hoop: Gorkes beat Yaks 102-52

By Joe Connolly

Gorkes went in to the showers headed for an 86-72 win over Yaks. Only a matter of time before Gorkes would have a new league record for most points scored in a game of 102. All this, before he set the record in a game of 102.

Gorkes scored 14 points in the game - 14 of them in the first half. As a result, Gorkes took the lead to 86-72. The game was over.

But the biggest story of the day was IM Hoop. In the first half, the Yaks led 37-26. But Gorkes came back in the second half and won the game.

Lady hoopsters blitz Regis

By Bob McKee

The Suffolk girls went on another run before they went to the locker room. The Suffolk girls led 23-13 at the half. The game was over.

Suffolk gains 13th win, Ram MIT

By Jim Keough

Suffolk won their 13th win of the season against Ram MIT. The game was over.
David meets Goliath; Tufts barely beats Rams

By Rick Sea

It was a classic David meets Goliath game on Saturday afternoon at the Driscoll Center. David, the Tufts University basketball team, was dwarfed by the Rams, the University of New Haven, in the number of fans, in the size of the gym, and in the talent on the court. The Rams, also known as the University of New Haven, were the reigning champions of the New England Intercollegiate Conference and were expected to win. However, Tufts, the underdog, pulled off the upset, winning 78-72.

The Rams started strong in the first half, leading by as much as 15 points at one point. But Tufts, led by junior guard Mike Johnson, fought back and cut the lead to 10 points at halftime. Johnson finished with 20 points, including a game-winning three-pointer at the buzzer.

In the second half, the Rams tried to pull away, but Tufts was able to rally and take the lead back. The game was filled with intense moments, including a few technical fouls and a highlight during the final seconds when a Tufts player was fouled and made a buzzer-beater for the win.

Cheerleaders need some cheer of their own

By Joanne Jackson

The cheerleaders at the Tufts basketball game on Saturday afternoon at the Driscoll Center had a somber performance. They entered the gym to the tune of筝, but the energy was lacking. The crowd was not energized, and the cheerleaders seemed to be going through the motions.

The cheerleading routine was not as enthusiastic as in past games, and the spirit was not as high. The team was not able to capture the energy of the crowd, and the performance lacked the usual flair.

Despite the lackluster performance, the cheerleaders did their best to keep the spirits up and to encourage the students and spectators. They showed their support for the team, but the game was not won on the court, and the cheerleaders knew it.

The game was a tough one for both teams, but Tufts came out on top with a hard-fought win. The cheerleaders, though not as spirited as usual, were a part of the celebration, cheering on the team and the students.

In the end, it was a David vs. Goliath story, with Tufts the unlikely hero. The game was a testament to the power of determination and the ability of underdogs to rise to the occasion.
Bob Hope says:  
"Red Cross helps veterans, too!"

The Journal Sports Department

is looking for a few good men and women. If you like sports, come down and write about the Sox, Rams or the fans.

See Bob or Jay
in RL 19

Interested in writing?
Then join the Journal! See the editor of your choice in RL 19

Rizzo's Men's Hair Stylist
Unisex Salon
21A Broadway, Boston, MA
Next to Debbie's Wine
For appointment call 653-6330

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
Feb. 27
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Ridgeway Building
Livingston
My appointment is

Suffolk students and guests
VALENTINES - WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY PARTY
wheres: The Mathis
atmosphere: $1.50
when: Monday Feb. 18 7:30 p.m. - 1 a.m.
seating: at reception desk in the Cafeteria
Taped music in the Cafeteria
Sponsored by Phi Alpha Tau

VALENTINES - WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY PARTY
atmosphere: $1.50
when: Monday Feb. 18 7:30 p.m. - 1 a.m.
seating: at reception desk in the Cafeteria
Taped music in the Cafeteria
Sponsored by Phi Alpha Tau
Expulsion edict minus hearing denied
continued from page 2

The issue of college aid is a complex and ever-changing one. Tuition costs and the financial aid available to students have increased dramatically in recent years. With the rise in tuition costs, many students and their families find it increasingly difficult to meet the expenses associated with college education. Financial aid programs have been implemented to assist students in funding their education. The financial aid application process involves several steps, including the completion of the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) and the submission of student and parent tax returns. This process is designed to determine a student's eligibility for various forms of aid, including grants, scholarships, and loans. Financial aid offices are responsible for processing applications and determining the amount of aid available to each student. The process involves reviewing the student's financial need and comparing it to the available aid. Financial aid is crucial for many students, as it can significantly reduce the financial burden associated with attending college. Without financial aid, many students would be unable to afford the cost of higher education.
Is Lamb a wolf in disguise?

By John Tracy

Why all the fuss about Lambs? Isn't he just another student who is not a very good student? That's what the Suffolk community thought about him. But Suffolk is the ITT, the Institute of Technology, and they are not just another student. They are the students who are fighting to make Suffolk a better place to learn. They are the students who are fighting to make Suffolk a better place to live. They are the students who are fighting to make Suffolk a better place to work. They are the students who are fighting to make Suffolk a better place to play. They are the students who are fighting to make Suffolk a better place to grow. They are the students who are fighting to make Suffolk a better place to think. They are the students who are fighting to make Suffolk a better place to be.

The complications of taking vacations

By John Tracy

A lot of people think that taking vacations is easy. But it's not. It's not easy to find a place to go, it's not easy to get there, it's not easy to get back, it's not easy to do anything. It's not easy to find a place to eat, it's not easy to find a place to sleep, it's not easy to find a place to work, it's not easy to find a place to play. It's not easy to find a place to grow, it's not easy to find a place to think, it's not easy to find a place to be.

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY ENTRANCE EXAMINATION
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- Table contents:
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